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WHY? 

• Magazines and the web have the most 
current design trends. 

• Updating your layout design will 
reinvigorate your yearbook publication. 

• It will challenge your yearbook staff to 
learn new techniques when designing. 



BASIC LAYOUT 



VISUAL VARIETY 

• Move Beyond the template. 

• Set up a style guide for consistent 
elements including type specifications, 
graphic elements and photo packaging. 

• Allow coverage to dictate the design.  



MAGAZINE 



YEARBOOK LAYOUT 



PHOTOGRAPHY 

• Shoot candid shots showing action/
reaction/emotion, cropped for center of 
interest.  

• Try out popular effects: cut-outs and 
pop-outs, black and white, saturation, 
color halftones.  

• Choose photos that tell a story.  



MAGAZINE 



YEARBOOK 



TYPOGRAPHY 

• Create contrast with size, weight, form, 
structure, direction, and color.  

• Don’t forget to pay attention to small 
type: caption starters, paragraph 
headers, student names.  

• Readability first; design second.  



MAGAZINE 



YEARBOOK 



COLOR  

• Use color to communicate meaning.  
• Use color to create visual hierarchy 

[60-30-10 combination].  
• Choose a color scheme: limit to three 

per design, use various tints & shades, 
include neutrals. 

• Color should direct the reader to 
content.  



COLOR 



ANALOGOUS MONOCHROMATIC 



TRIADIC COMPLEMENTARY 



SPLIT 

COMPLEMENTARY www.color.adobe.com 



ALTERNATIVE STORY 

FORMS 

• Experiment with coverage structures: 
traditional and chronological. 

• Include non-narrative stories/
Infographics: surveys, lists, quotes, stats, 
visual data [icons and object cut-outs], 
step-by-step, glossary, timelines, tables, 
ratings, maps.  

• Keep your reader’s attention for all 
coverage on the spread. 



MAGAZINE 



WEB 



YEARBOOK 



INTERRUPTERS 

• Heavily influenced by magazine design 
with oversized photos or collages with 
many photos.  

• Breaks the monotony of content spreads 
and contains topics with high student 
interest.  

• Typography is often a key element on 
the page. Might even be a type collage.  

• Know the rules and then break the rules 
[have some fun].  



MAGAZINE 



YEARBOOK 



MINI-MAGAZINES  

• Multiple spreads develop a unifying 
concept that expands the theme idea, 
with high student appeal and fun 
designs. [Sort of like a bunch of related 
interrupters on consecutive pages.]  

Superlatives, Hall of Fame, Superlatives 

• Tell stories that showcase students who 
might not otherwise be covered in the 
yearbook.  



MAGAZINE? 



YEARBOOK 



LAYERS 

• Create dimensionality using textured/
full bleed photo backgrounds, type on 
photos, transparency.  
 
• Hand-drawn elements include arrows, 
edits, scratches, lines, doodles, uneven 
spacing, tilts, multiple typefaces.  



MAGAZINE 



YEARBOOK 



ENVIRONMENTAL 

PORTRAITS  

• Stage casual portraits, paying special 
attention to setting and lighting.  

 
• Allow the photo content to tell part of 

the student’s story; feature students 
who often get no coverage. 



MAGAZINE 



YEARBOOK 



SHAPES 

• Experiment with slanted edges, arrows, 
quadrilaterals, triangles, rounded 
corners.  

• Non-rectangular shapes create energy, 
excitement, disruption, surprise for the 
reader.  



MAGAZINE 



YEARBOOK 



WEBSITES & APPS 

• Pineterst.com 
• Zinio App 
• designyourway.net 
• Yearbookdiscoveries.com 



THANK YOU 


